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Imagine someone who often can't make up her mind what

to

do--she just

keeps endlessly deliberating. Once she has decided what to do, though, she
frequently ends up changing her mind, whether out of mere caprice or
because she gives in to temptation. At other times, she is obstinate to the
point of persisting with plans even when she has good reason to revise them.
At yet other times she tends to procrastinate, leaving for later what she judges
or even knows she should do now. Moreover, sbe often fails to do things tbat
she believes prudence requires doing, given the desires she fore sees baving.
Or she simply fails to do what she judges would be best and just chooses to do
an inferior course of action instead. Sometimes she feels utterly depressed and
is paralysed by a totallack of motivation. Things can get 50 bad \vith her that
she is not even able to do what she would like to do: she just finds berself
compulsivelv doing things she judges to be bad.
This character suffers From a number of practical failures-indecision,
irresoluteness, caprice, weakness of will, obstinacy, procrastination, imprudence, akrasia, awdze, and compulsion-many of which have been considered
to be forms of practical irrationality. One important philosophical task arising
out of tbese all-too-common phenomena is the challenge of better understanding them, and, if possible, systernatizing these different categories, which
have been handed down to us by cornmon-sense morality and psychology as
weil as philosophical tradition. What do these different phenomena involve,
and what do they imply for our accounts of action, deliberation, and, more
generalIy, practical rationality~ What can we conclude from the nature of
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these phenomena about the principles that govern practical reasoning,
rational choice, and rational action?
One sort of practical failure which has been considered paradigmatic has
been called alternatively 'weakness of will', 'incontinence', or 'akrasia'. Philosophical discussions have focused not 50 much on weakness of will as a
character trait than on the sort of action that manifests it: roughly, intentional action contrary to one's better judgement, that is, contrary to the
judgement that another course of action would be better. The philosophical
debate about weakness of will starts from the question whether it is even
pomble freely and intentionally to act against one's better judgement, or
whether on the other hand Socrates was right when he daimed that no
one willingly does wrong (Plato, Protagoras 352a ff.).

l
Donald Davidson's seminal paper 'How is Weakness of the Will Possible!'
(1970a) is often taken to be the starting point of the contemporary debate
on weakness of will. However, it is useful first to look at R. M. Hare's
discussion of weakness of will (Hare 1952), for Davidson's account is in part
a reaction to Hare's denial that weakness of will is, strictly speaking, possible.
Hare denies the possibility of weakness of will because he defends prescriptivism, which main tains that moral judgements like '{ ought to do x' entai!
imperatives. Hare believes that in order to guide our choices and actions,
moral judgements like 'I ought to do x' have to be construed in such a way
that to assent to such a judgement is to assent to an imperative. In full-blown
cases of moral judgement, in judge that Tought to do x, Taddress to myselfthe
imperative 'do x'. And this means that if 1 am free to do x, 1 will do x.
This view amounts to a very strong version of the 'internalist' idea that
there is an internaI relation between moral or more generally practical
judgements, on the one hand, and motivation and action, on the other.
Given his commitment to strong internalism, Hare has to deny that it is
possible to make a full-blown moral judgement that one ought to do x while
failing to act accordingly. He daims, rather, that \vhat actually happens in
ca5es of supposed weakness of will is either (a) that the agent does not really
judge that he ought to do x-he fails to realize that the general daim that one
ought to do certain things applies to him, for instance, or he merely judges
that convention requires such actions--or (h) that the agent is not free: he is

in fact physically or psychologically unable to do x (see Hare 1952, ch. 11; 1963,
ch. 5; 1992: 1305-6).
Davidson, by contrast, wishes to deny that either (a) or (h) need follow. Not
just with respect to moral judgements, but more generally practical judgements-as he shows, weakness of will is not only a matter of acting contrary
to a moral judgement-Davidson aims to vindicate the corn mon-sense idea
that weakness of will as free and intentional action contrary to a full-blown
practical judgement is possible. However, his account is doser to Hare than
one might first think, for though he rejects prescriptivism as weIl as Hare's
own version of internalism, he nonetheless remains faithful ta the internalist
idea. In particular, Davidson tries to show that weakness of will is compatible
with the idea that intentional action is done in the light of what the agent
judges to be good or simply better, a daim he suggests is self-evident. His aim
is specifically to make weakness of will compatible with the following two
principles:
(Pt) If an agent wants to do x more than he wants to do y and he believes
himself free to do either x or y, then he will intentionally do x if he
does either x or y intentionally.
(P2) If an agent judges that it would be better to do x than to do y, then he
wants to do x more than he wants to do y. (Davidson 1970a: 23)
Taken together, these two principles entai! that if an agent judges that one
course of action is better than another, and she judges herself to be free to do
either one, then she will intentionally perform the first action if she does
either one. Thus these two princip les appear to be inconsistent with the
possibility of free intentional actions contrary to one's better judgement.
The problem is that both these principles, and the daim that weakness of
will is possible, seem difficult to deny.
Davidson's solution to this puzzle lies in distinguishing different kinds of
evaluative judgement. ln particular, he distinguishes judgements as to what is
better-which he calls 'unconditional' evaluative judgements, or 'evaluative
judgements sans phrase'-from judgements as to what is better ail things
consldered, which he considers to be merely prima facie evaluative judgements.
The difference between them is that the latter type of judgement, unlike the
former, is relational. An all-things-considered better judgement, unlike an
unconditional better judgement, does not invo!ve a commitment to the
superiority of the option in question. Such relational judgements do not
tell us what is better simpllciter, but what is better in light of sorne reason r; they
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are thus rather Iike a judgement to the effect that a particular piece (or body)
o f eviden ce favo urs a particular hypothesis. Davidson proposes (J970a: 38)
that the logical form of such relational evaluative judgem ents in volves a
'prima facie' operator which governs the en tire judgement (and th us does not
permit the evaluative conclusion to be 'detached'). Such judgements, he
h o lds, are of the general form pf (x is better than y, r), where 'r' refers to the
reason why x is judged better. An all-things-considered judgeme nt is simply a
relation al judgement about what is better in light of ail the reaso ns the agent
considers relevant; it remains condition al in form .
With this distinction in hand. Davidson defines weakness of will as action
co ntrary to an all-things-considered evaluative judgement, not to a judgem en t as to w hat is better sam phrase. His definition of akratic ac tio n is as follows:
(D) In doing x an agent ac ts incontinently if and only if: (a) the agen t does
x intentionally: (b) the agent believes there is an altern ative ac tion y
open to him; and (c) the agen t judges that. al! thin gs co nsidered. it
wo u Id be better to do y than to do x. (Davidson 1970a: 22)
C iven tha t principles Pl and 1'2 postulate a relation hetween unconditional
better judgement and intenti on al acti on, n ot between all-thinss-collsidered better
judgem ent and intentional actio n, weakness of will turns out to be compatible with those princip les. If the akratic agent had reac hed an ullconditional
judgement in favour of doing y, she would have done y rather than the
akratic x. But she never did. She judged only that y was better all things
considered . 1 The problem with such an agent is that she did not co ncl ude that
the action she considered to be better ail things considered was also better sans
phrase. As Davidson underlines, this is not a logical blunder: her judgements
are not contradictory. But it is non etheless a failure of ration ality. The akratic
agent vio lates what Davidson calls the 'principle of continen ce', th at is, the
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ackn owledged that it is n ot. As Robert Audi (1979) and Michael Bratman
(1979) argue, it certainly seem s possible freel y and intentionally to act in one
way while judging that another co urse of action would be better sam phrase, or
while thinking that it would be best to refrain. Accordingly, the debate since
Davidson has focused on so-called 'strict akratic action ' (Mele 1987) or 'lastditch akrasia' (Pears 1982), namely free and intentional ac ti on performed
contrary to a judgement held at the time of action th at another course of
action open to the agent would be better (period), or that there is sufficient
reason against performing this action at this time. 2
While the debate after Davidson has departed from his analysis on the
important point just m ention ed , it has tended to follow him in two other
equal1y important respec ts. Most contemporary phil osophers writing on
weakness o f will agree with Davidson that akratic action is n ot on ly possible,
but actual; indeed, that it is quite a common feature of our lives. This means
our philosophical theories ought to leave room for the possibility of weakness
of will. However, most philosophers have also agreed \vith Davidson that
akratic action, while possible, is ITrational. They have thus sou ght to make room
for akrasia, but only as a speâes ~r practicallrrationality. These two general points of
consensus have sh aped the contemporary literature on weakness of will.
However, each has also been subject to powerful ch allen ges.
Gary Watson's influential paper 'Skepticism about Weakness of Will' (Watson 1977) threatens the first of these points of consensus. As Watson emphasizes, an important question that is pertinent to whether strict akratic action
is possible is whether action contrary to one's better judgement can he free,
For if it cannot. there is no clear difference between akrasia and compulsion ,
that is, cases in which an agen t is motivated by a desire or em o tion he is unable
to resist. Watson asks what could explain a putatively weak agent's failure to
resist a rebellious desire; he arg ues t hat what seem to be the only two possible
explanations have both to be rejected. His failure cannot be explained in terms

rational requirement to 'perform the action judged best on the basis o f ail
availahle relevant reasons' (Davidson 1970a: 4\).
This argument sec ures only the possibility ofintention al action contrary to
a relational evaluative judgem ent-not in tentional action con trary to an

of wh at he chooses to do , since c hoice must follow better judgement. Nor
can it be explained by a culpably insufficient effort to resist. Given that the
action is supposedly free, we have to assume that the agent was able to

uncondltional hetter judgement. Is that enough? It is now quite generally

control himself; thus the q uestion of why he didn't make the requisite effort

1 Indeed. given his concep tion of intentiunal action as action pert()rmed in light of one's
unco ndi tiunal e, 'aluative judgem ent, it see ms Davidso n not un ly has to den)' t hat it is possiole to
aet against o ne's un co nditio nal oetrer judge me nt ou t. in additio n, has to suppose that t he akratic
agent makes an unconditional eva luati"e judgem ent in favo ur of toe akratic option . This latte r
implicatio n em erges with greater c1ari t)' from Davidson 1978.

, Ir is accepted that there are other places ""here, to borruw a useful ph rase from Amé lie Rorty
( 1980b). the akratic break can take place, su ch as when an agent f.li is to co mmit himself to th e
gene ral ,'alue judgements fro m ", hich he draws his practical conclusion. However, strict akratic
ac tio n is the phenomeno n that has attracted the m ost phil osophical attention in the postDavidson era.
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immediately presents itself. According to Watson, the answer cannot be that
he misjudged the amount of effort required: that would be a different fault
fro m akrasia. Watson d aims that we are entitled to conclude that the agent
was unable to resist, in whic h case his action was unfree. As Michael Smith's
chapter in the present vo lume attes ts, however, this conclusion is controversial.'
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instances of practical irrationality: exploration of t he implications of these
phenomena for the nature of practical reason and rationality.6 One such issue
which has been prominen t in the literature concerns the implications of strict
akratic action for the relation between evaluative judgements, on the one
hand , and motivation and action , on the other. Debate has centred in
particular on whether itlternalism should be completely abandoned or whether
a weaker form of internalism compatible with the existence of akrasia can be

The second point of consensus, namely th at akrasia is necessarily a fai lure
of rationality, has also com e under attack in recent years. 1 T h e charge has
co m e that this belief refl ects an erroneous co nception o f what it is to act
rationally. These objectors agree that most action against one's better judgement is irrational. But as Robert Audi asks (Audi 1990), what if the desires

developed. The difficulty, if one opts for the rejection of intern alism (that is,
for externalism), is th at on e seems forced to say t h at the relatio n between
practical judgement and motivation is no different from that between the
judgemen t that something is squ are, for instance, and motivation. That is

which ground the agent's better judgement are highly irrational, or fail to
represent his ove rail desires, interests, or ideals' In certain cases, it is plausible

why those w ho accept the possibility of strict akratic action have tended to
place their h opes in the second option 7

to suppose that if the agent h ad thought long enough , h e wou ld have come to
a different practical conclusion.
Alison McIntyre (1990) also presses this point. Following Bernard Williams
( 1980), she claims that a consideration constitutes an intern ai reason for an

Michael Smith, for instance, has argued (Smith 1994) for a weak form of

agent if, as a res ult of deliberation , she would com e to see it as a reason for her.
Given this, an agent can be wrong about her own intern ai reasons. s Thus her
better judgeme nt might not reflect the reasons she realIy has, and the akratic
actio n m ay in fact be the one which she has better reason to perform.
Mdntyre argues that an akratic action is not irration al if it is motivated by
co nsiderations that the agent wo uld have taken to be sufficient reasons for
performing that action h ad she properly deliberated. In such cases, the agent's
sensitivity to th e reasons she has outstrips her intellectual ability ta see t hat
certain con siderations are reasons for her to act in a particular way. Under
t hose circumstances, following one's better judgement might weIl be a mark
of obstinacy rather than the rational thing to do.
As the foregoing discussion shows, akrasia h as proved to be a fertile ground
for reflection on o ur broader co nceptions of intentional action and prac tical
rati onality. Indeed this can be considered on e of the principal strands of
the contemporary philosop hical literatu re on akrasia and other putative
J ln facto th e majori tv \'ie\\, continu es to he th at strict akratic actions can be distinguished fro m
co mpulsion . Fo r disc ussion of th is iss ue, see Kenn ett 2001 , c h. 6: Pugmire 1982; Mele 1987.2002;
Buss 1997: T enenhaum 1999; and Wallace 1999h.
i
See, in additio n to the papers disc ussed in this paragraph, Arpaly 2000 and Ogien 2002.
5 Of course, it is even easier to imagine that an agent could he wron g abo ut her reasons o n an
'exte rnal' constru al of reasons. See Williams 1980 for the distin ction hetween internai and
external reasons.

moral internalism according ta which an agent who judges that sorne course
of action is right is motivated to act accordingly unless she is practically
irration al (that is, unless she suffers from weakness of will or other forms of
practical unreason ). It is easy to generalize such a weak internalism from
moral to practical judgements: the daim would be that an agent who judges
that a cou rse of action is best will be motivated to act in accordance with her
judgement unless she suffers from practical unreason. Another way of
formul ating such a weak internalism wo uld be to specify what a rational
agent would do given her practical judgement. Thus one could claim with
T. M. Scan Ion that a rational agent who judges that there is compelling

reason to perform a certain action normally forms the intention to do that
action , her judgement then serving as sufficient explanation of both the
intention and the action which is intended (Scanlon 1998: 31-4). On this
view, failing to form an intention to do something while nonetheless taking
oneself to have sufficient reason to do it constitutes one important form of
irration ali ty.
We have been sketching one of the principal strands in the recent Iiterature
concerning weakness of will and other varieties of practical irrationality,
6 Of th e chapters in th e prese nt volume, those hy Stroud. Te nenhaum, Watçon, Wedgwood,
MacIntosh , and de Sousa can he viewed as contrihutions to this broad line ofi nqu iry having to do
wi th genera l co nceptio ns of practi ca l rationality. Many of these lOOK anew at practical reason
through the lens of putative e.xamples of irratio nali ty.
7 Velleman ( 1992) is an exce ption, for he argu es th'a t intention al action need not be directed at
outcom es regarded as good. See also Stocker 1979 fo r the daim that o ne can desire som et hing one
considers to h" had.
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namely that concemed with their implications for general conceptions of
practical reason. A second general line of inquiry which has grown out of
consideration of those same phenomena is of quite a different sort. It concems
the exp/ana/ion of these phenomena, or the challenge of offering a plausible
account of what is going on in cases of akrasia, accidie, or failure to act on one's
resolutions (for instance). It is generally acknowledged that akrasia specifically, and practical irrationality generally, involves a coming apart of the
motivation al force of the agent's wants from his assessment of the objects
of th ose wants. The course of action the agent judges to be better or more
desirable tums out not to be the one he most desires (see Mele 1987, ch. 1;
Pettit and Smith 1993). The question is how this gap arises.
One influential answer to this question , proposed by the later Davidson
(1982), appeals to mind-partitioning. According to Davidson, action against
one's better judgement involves mental causes that fail to be reasons for the
mental items they cause. He daims that in order ta understand how this can
be so, we need to suppose that the mental cause in question is part of a semiautonomous structure of the mind, whose boundaries are defined by the
brea kdown of reason-relations. However, a variety of other explanations of
the gap between better judgement and motivation have been proposed that
do no t appeal to mind-partitioning. One such explanation , due to Ronald de
Sousa, appeals to emotions (de So usa 1987: 199~201 ) . According to de So usa,
an emotion is responsible for the fact that a reason which the agen t considers
insufficien t gets acted upon . He argues that emotions are perfectly tailored for
this role, given their impact on attention.
More generally, the importance of attentional phenomena in the explanation of akrasia has often been noted (Bratman 1979: 156, 168; A. Rorty 1980b;
Peacoc ke 1985; Mele 1987, ch. 6). There are, however, still other possible
explanatory strategies, such as the proximity explanation, the habituaI explanation , and the social explanation (A. Rorty 1980b; Mele 1987, ch . 6). As
Amélie Rorty points out (A. Rorty 1980h), these strategies need not exclude
each othec indeed, they often supplement each other. Alfred Mele draws on
empirical studies to suggest that many strict akratic actions can be explained
in terms of the perceived p roximity of the rewards promised by the incontinent action, the agent's motivational level, his failure at self-control, and his
attentional condition (Mele 1987: 92 ).
While this second , broadly explanatory, line of inquiry is in the first
instance more focused on the putatively irrational phenomena themselves,
it too has broader ramificatio ns, in so far as it raises issues about the explan-
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s
ation of action in general For instance, the question of what mental entities
one has to postulate in order fully to explain someone's action is obviously
pertinent not just in the context of providing an account of akrasia and other
types of irrational action, but also for the project of understanding rational
action . Corn mon sense speaks readily, in this domain , ofintentions, decisions,
choices, preferences, and emotions, in addition to beliefs and desires, the two
kinds of state that contemporary philosophers have typically taken to be
primordial for explaining action. The philosophical issues which such
common-sense appeals raise are, first, whether these purported mental
entities su rvive theoretical scrutiny as states which are distinct from beliefs
and desires, and , if so, w hat role they play in action and particularly in
irrational action. The same kinds of questions apply to putative mentalfaculties
suc h as 'the will'. Until recently-and quite ironically when one thinks of the
exp ression 'weakness of will'-it was generally thought that there was no
need, and indeed no room, in our psychology for the will. 9 That assumption
has now become controversial.
However these issues conceming particular m ental states and facul ties are
resolved , it is surel)' only in tandem with a detailed picture of the workings of
the mind that we can begin to formulate the norms of practical rationality
that apply to it. An understanding of the nuts and bolts of akrasia and other
putative forms of practical irrationality ought therefore to make possible a
richer understanding of human action and the norms that govern it. ID

II
We tum now to the chapters that make up the present volume. In his
'Rational Capacities, or: How to Distinguish Recklessness, Weakness, and
Compulsion', Michael Smith responds to the challenge powerfully expressed
in Watson 1977 (and noted above): the need to make out a distinction between
weak-willed and compelled action. As Smith notes, such a distinction seems
to be required in order to legitimize our holding weak-willed but not
, Of the chapters in the present vo lum e, those hy Smith, Holto n, Petrit, Tappolet, Tenenhaum, and Heath contrihute to this hroad explanatorv project, either speci li ca lly with regard to
(putarivel y) irrational acrions. or \Vith rega rd to action in general.
• As Cary Watson notes in his contribution to this volume, O'Shaughn essy was going against
t he then grain in wriring his 1980 book The WtlI.
lU

tion .

Our thanks to Daniel laurier fo r comm enting on a draft of this lirst part of the Introd uc-
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co mpelled agents responsible for their ac tions. Smith offers such an acco unt
in term s of rational capacities. He defines each of the categories of the reckless,
the weak-willed, and the compelled in term s of the agent's havin g, or lacking,
a pertinent rational capacity. In cases of compulsion, for instance, the compelled agent lacks the rational capacity to bring her desires into line with her
belief about what she ought to do, whereas in cases of weakness of will she has
th at capacity, although she does not exercise it. Smith then seeks to explicate
rational capacities themselves via a possible-worlds analysis. He proposes that
an age nt has a rational capacity just in case, abstracting away from aU
properties except relevant aspects of her brain, she is situated in the context
of a whole raft of nearby possible worlds in which she does form the correct
belief or desire. His analysis explicitl y holds ofboth belief and desire: for Smith,
bath can and ought to be the prod ucts of rational capacities.
Richard Holton's chapter. 'How is Strength of Will Possible?', also emphasizes, in a rather different way, the importance of a particular capacity: the
capacity for strength of will , or success in persisting with one's resolutions.
Holton understands weakness of will as the unreasonable abandonment of
reso lutions in the face of strong contrary inclinations. (He thu s distinguishes
weakness of will from akrasia.) At least sometimes, however , we are able to
muster t he opposite of weakness of will- strength of will-and stand firm in
our resolutions. How is this possible~ On a classical Humean approac h to the
explanation of action, an agent's action is determined solely by her beliefs and
desires. Holton argues that this makes it difficult to account fo r strength of
will. He proposes that we expand the conceptual repertoire used in the
explanation of action by appealing to the operation of a distinct facu lty of
will-power. Our active deployment of this faculty, Holton argues, causally
exp lains our ability to stick to o ur reso lutions in the face of co ntrary
inclinatio ns. Holton adduces evidence from common sense and fro m psychology to elaborate on the existence and nature of this faculty. He argues that
this fac ulty works mu ch like a muscle: exerting it takes effort, it tires in the
short term, but sustained exercise makes it stronger over the long term.
Because reconsideration of resolutions is ail tao likely to result in revision, we
exercise our will-power by refusing to reconsider our resolutio ns. Holton
closes by making a case for the rationality of refusing to reconsider resolutions.
Philip Pettit's ' Akrasia , Collective and lndividual' takes up the question of
whether a WOllp could properly be said ta exhibit akrasia. Pettit understands
akrasia as failing, even under intuitively favourable conditio ns, to ac t in the
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way required by one's intentional states; he condudes that certain kinds of
groups can indeed manifest akrasia in this sense. Furthermore, he suggests,
such ca~es of collective akrasia offer important lessons for o ur conception of
individu al akrasia. The chapter begins by considering different kinds of groups
and collectives, conduding that only seif-lInifyinB cooperatives are agents in a
sufficiently robust sense to admit of akrasia. Pettit then argues that even
groups concerned for th eir own rational unity will be subject to what he calls
'discursive dilemmas'. T hese arise when-with respect to a set of rationally
connected issues-the votes of each individu al member of a gro up are
consistent, but th ese sets of vo tes nonetheless result in an inconsistent set
of m ajority decisions. In such cases, the group may have tro uble 'getting its
act together': individuals m ay be loath ta set aside their own votes in order to
arrive at a consistent set of group decisions. But then we have collective
akra~ia: a failure, on the part of the group, to live up to its own standards of
rationally integrated agency. Pettit describes several strategies for achieving
self-con trol in the group context, and extends bis analysis to the individu al
case: the different 'voices' within a person can also fail , akratically, to get their
act together.
Christine Tappolet's chapter, 'Emotions and the Intelligibility of Akratic
Action ', takes up a somewhat neglected question in the contemporary literature on akrasia, namely the role of em o tions in akratic action. Tappolet rejects
the tendency to see emotions only as (non-rational) causes of akratic actions;
she is concerned to cast them in a more positive light. Proposing th at emotions
be viewed as perceptions of value, she argues that as such tbey have the capacity
not just to cause but even to render intelligible actions which are contrary
to one's better judgement. She holds that non-con ceptual perception of a
value can make one's action intelligible even when it is opposed by one's allthings-considered judgem ent, and indeed even when that perception is in fact
erroneous. Sometimes, on the other hand, an akratic action prompted by an
emo tion can he more rational than fo llowing one's evaluative judgement, for it
may be the judgement and not the perception which is in error. By contrast,
T appolet argues, akratic actions in w hich no emotion is involved (cases of
'coo l' akrasia) are genuinely puzzling and of dubious intelligibility. In cases of
emo tional akrasia we can at least point to the emotion-a product of a
subsystem which is independent of the agent's higher-order cognitive faculties-in order to make sense of the age nt's action. But in cases ofcool akrasia no
such appeal is possible: we have available only states of the same killd a~ the
overall judgement contrary to whicb the agent acts, and w hich have been
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judged to be insufficient. Tappolet concludes that it is not c1ear whether there
really is su ch a thing as coo l akratic ac tion .
Som e (but not ail) internahsts about judgement, motivation , and action
\Vould welcome this last suggestion. For-as we noted earher-the existence
of akrasia seems to make trouble for various internalist c1aims. The next three
chapters take up this issue: aIl seek to rehabilitate one or another internalist
approach to such matters, even in the face of weakness of will and other
'recalcitrant' phenomena. Sarah Stroud, in 'Weakness of Will and Practical
Judgem ent' , considers wh ether th e existence ofweak-willed actions puts paid
to the idea that we make genuinely practical judgements. A practical judgem ent, she says, is one which enj oys an internai, necessary relation to subsequent action or intention, and which can serve as a sufficient explanation of
suc h action or intention. She contrasts the idea that deliberation characteristically issues in practical judgem ents with what she caIls a 'Humean externalist' view of practical reasoning, according to which our dehberative
concl usions are merely motivationally inert judgements which must be
combined with an appropriate independent desire if they are to do any
work. First Stroud argues that , co ntrary to appearances, the possibility of
akratic actions does not favour the Humean externalist con ception over the
practical-judgement view. If the latter is properly interpreted-as a constitutive n o rm of rational agency- then it is not threatened by the existence of
akrasia. She go es on to argue that in fact the Humean extern alist view is
committed to a highly ques tionable thesis concerning weakness of will,
n amely that glohal akrasia is a coherent possibility. She thus suggests that a
fuller examination of the implications of weakness of will actually points in
favour of the practical-judgem ent m ode!.
Like Stroud, Sergio Tenenbaum , in 'Accidie , Evaluation , and Motivation ', is
con cerned with the implications for the nature of practi cal reason of an
an omal ous phenomenon. He focuses on accidie, a type of apathetic or
depressed state in which the unfo rtunate agent seems to suffer from 'loss of
will': he is completely unmotivated ta pursue things which he nonetheless
sincerely judges ta be of value. Tenenbaum aims specifically to account for
accidie within the framework o f what he calls a 'scholastic' view of practical
reason, according to which to desire something is to conceive it to be good.
Desires, Tenenbaum proposes, are 'appearances of the good' from particular
evalu ative perspectives. But not ail such appearances will be incorporated into
one's overall reflective conception of the good. For instance, one may take an
evaluative perspective to be colldltlolled: an evaluative perspective is condltioned by
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X if what appears ta be good from that perspective can only be correctly
judged to be good, and hence worth pursuing, if X obtains. Kant, for instance,
thought that one's happiness cannot be considered good or worthy of pursuit
unless one is virtuous. Tenenbaum uses this idea of conditioning ta explain
the accidic agent's malady in scholastic terms. He proposes that the accidic
agent believes that ail evaluative perspectives are subject to a condition which
(he believes) does not obtain. Hence such an agent can truly be said to retain
sorne appreciation of the value of the things he no longer finds worth
pursuing.
Gary Watson's 'The Work of the Will' defends yet another type of internalism. Watson begins with the idea that decidillB or makillg !lp one 's mind is a
primary locus of human agen cy. Understanding the lIIill in these terms,
Watson seeks to clarify the scope o f its work. First, he asks whether the will
has real work to do only on 'externalist' conceptions of agency: those which
deny any necessary connection between the will and the good or the
ch oiceworthy. Can intern alist theories of agency support the ide a of a
power to make up one's mind which is distinct from normative assessment?
Or do such theories simply-and wrongly--equate the will with practical
judgement? Watson argues that they do not. The will can serve an executive
function even on views that are not premissed on the need to make room for
counter-normative agency. Secondly, Watson considers whether we ought to
say that the will, and hence agency, exist not only in the practical domain, but
also in the cognitive sphere. After a1l , we make up our minds what to believe
as weil as what ta do. Watson argues that like 'deciding ta' , 'deciding that'
should indeed be classified as an active phenomenon, and hence as a mode of
agency. Watson in fact sees the answers to his two questions as linked. The
natural hne of thought supporting externalism about practi cal decision is at
odds with the idea of doxastic activity; thus a negative verdict on the former
paves the \Vay for acceptance o f the latter.
Ralph Wedgwood's c hapter, 'Choosing Rationally and Ch oosing Correc tly', is also concerned with choice and the rationality thereof. More
specifica1ly, it distinguishes, as the title suggests, between two standards for
the assessment of choices. Wedgwood links the idea of choosing ratlol/ally to an
'internai', and that of choosing correctly to an 'external', 's hould '. This distincti on turns on whether what you 'should' do depends only on yo ur ove raIl
state of mind , or on what your options are really like- in particular, on
whether any of them really are Bood thi/lBs to do. Wedgwood argues that
choosing correctly is the basic n otion , in the sense that truths about which
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ch oices are rational are explained by truths concerning which choices are
correc t, rather than the other way around. Internai req uirernents o n
rational choice are th us derived fro m the ultimate practical 'airn' of arriving
at correct choices. In order to defend this 'recognitional' view of practical reason
again st the 'constructivist' w h o sees the internai, procedural requirements o n

and intentional phenomena in terms of w hich we explain action. Heath
argues, in 'Practical Irration ality and the Structure of Decision Theory', that
o ur understanding and modelling of actions wo uld be en hanced byaccounting for them n ot just in terms ofbeliefs and desires as t hese are construed in
standard decision theory, but also in terms of fu rther factors w hich have n o t

rational choice as fund amental, Wedgwood distinguishes between substantive
and formai versions of the recognition al view: the former , but not the latter,
offer a determinate specificatio n of w hat it is for something to be a good thing
to do. Wedgwood argues that th e objections which constructivists have raised
against the recognitional view in fact apply only to substantive version s
thereof Furthermore, he urges, objectio ns of th e very same kind can be

typicalty been incorporated into decision-t heoretic explanations. Heath
claims that if we do not hel p ourselves to these additional resources, we are
liable wron gly to classify certain actio ns as prac tically irratio nal. He foc uses o n
two examp les: the apparently counter-preferen tial behaviour which many
agents exhibit in a varie ty of games in experimental gam e theory, and the
widespread phenornenon of yielding to temptation. Heat h seeks to demonstrate that relative to an expanded set of intentional phenomena, including-

pressed against the constructivist view itself. Wedgwood ends byelaborating
o n his favoured 'formaI' interpretation of the recognitional view.
D uncan MacIntosh 's chapter, 'Pruden ce and the Temporal Stru cture of

crucially--deontic preferences over actions and hyperbolic temporal discount rates, the case for co nsidering su ch actions as instances of practical
irrationality simply vanishes. T hus, Heath suggests that t he charge of practical
irrationality m ay often just be an artefact of an unduly impoverished theory.

Practical Reasons', explores an approach to ration ality which was one of
Wedgwood 's targets: a broadly Humean, present-aim con ception thereof
(see e.g. Williams 1980). MacIntos h 's exploratio n in this chapter is situated
in the context of the problem of prudence. MacIntosh argues--contra, for

A decision th eory w hich inco rporates more structure, Heath pro poses, will
better meet a standard of expressive adequacy. ft will also yield a c1eaner
division of labo ur between the theory of practical ratio n ality strictly construed , and assessments of th e rationality of an agent's intentional states.

exam ple, T h o mas Nagel ( 1970)-that there is n o rational requirement of
prudence: that it is n ot rationally obligatory to act in Iight of one's fo reseen
future desires as weIl as one's cu rrent desires. Now o ne might worry that if

Ronald de Sousa's aims in 'Paradoxical Em otion: On Sul Generis Emotional
Irrati on ality' are in a certain respect the opposite of Heath 's and MacIntosh's.
Whereas their arguments, if su ccessfu l, wo uld contraet the scope of w hat can

there is n o rational dutY of prudence- if r need n ot take acco unt now of m y
future desires-I mig ht be rational in actin g now so as to thwart desires w hich
1 fo resee having tomorrow. The acts of a rational agent could th us be absurdly
inco herent over time. MacIntosh seeks to rebut this worry by showing h ow a

p roperly be called irrational, de Sousa's arguments, if su ccessful, would have
the effect o f broadenlna the do main of applicati on of the charge of irrationality.
For de So usa proposes in his chapter that there is a hitherto unrecognized SUl
aeneris framework of specifi cally emotional rationality. Atti t udes and emotions

H umean, present-aim approach to rationality itself generates rational constraints on the evolution of desires and hence of reasons. In fac t, MacIntosh
seeks ta gen eralize the point by arguing that w hatever reasons are, your
fu ture reasons need n ot function as reasons for yo u now- and that there is
n o thing inco herent about this. MacIntosh 's ultimate aim is to establish the
tru e temporal structure o f reasons, whatever they m ay be. On e upshot of his
argu ments, however , is that we o ught to rem ove from the category of
prac tical irra tionality a phenomenon whic h has often been taken to be o ne
o f the leading ex amples thereof: imprudence.
Joseph Heath 's ch apter also urges that sorne paradigm examples of practical
irrationality may h ave been wrongly c1assified as such. This conclusion
em erges o ut of an overall strategy w hich Hea th shares with Ric hard HoIton :
broadly speaking, to expand the repertoire of psych ological states, faculties,

can be rationally assessed within this n ew frarnework, w hich (de Sousa argues)
cannot be reduced to either of the m ain existing templates for rationality, the
strategic and the epistemic. However, the domain of emotional ratio ~ality,
like the strategic and epistemic forms thereo( con tains its own antino mies or

,

paradoxes. De Sousa catalogues a number of emotions or attitu des which
present a paradoxical aspect, in that there are good reasons both to consider

!

them rational and to condemn them as irratio n al, with n either view c1early
more persuasive than the other. These q uestionable attitudes typically have a

1

temporal dimension : they include 'dessert last' and other principles fo r the
t<;,mpora1. orde ring o f pleasures, and varying attitudes to wards death. De So usa
h ighlights the exposed and seemingly arbitrary status of suc h assessments of
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emotional rationality and urges a strongly naturalistic approach to the
resolution of these antinomies. On this approach, the emotions we actually
have serve as the final court of appeal, both for the assessment of other
emotions and for the resolution of conflicts between strategic and epistemic

1

rationality.

Rational Capacities,

Of:

How to

Distinguish Recklessness,
Weakness, and Compulsion
Michael Smith

In 'Skepticism about Weakness of Will' Gary Watson invites us to consider the

distinction between recklessness, weakness, and compulsion.
Suppose that a particular woman intentionally takes a drink. To provide an evaluative context, suppose she ought not ta have another because she will then be unfit to
fulfill sorne of her obligations. Preanalytically, most of us would insist on the
possibility and significance of the following three descriptions of the case. (1) the
reckless or self-indulgent case; (2) the weak case: and (3) the compulsive case. In (1),
the woman knows what she is doing but accepts the consequences. Her choice is to
get drunk or risk getting drunk. She acts in accordance \vith her judgement. In (2)
the woman knowingly takes the drink contrary to her (conscious) better judgement:
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Université de Montréal, May 2001. Suhsequent versions were presented at the Australian National
University, Keio University, the Ethics Croup in North Carolina, the University of "lorth
Carolina at Chape! Hill. Oriel College, Oxford, Stanford Uniwrsitv, and the University of St
Andrews. r would like to thank al! those who participated in these seminars. Special thanks are
due to the editors, to two anonymous readers for Oxford University Press, and to Gerald
Beaulieu, Michael Bratman, Bill Brewer, Sarah Broadie, Richard Holton, Lloyd Humherstone,
Thomas Hurka, Philip Pettit, GeotIrey Sayre-McCord, Laura Schroeter, John Skorupski, Timothy
Williamson, ;me! the students and facu/tv \vho attended the graduate seminar on philosophy of
action 1 gave at the University of.Arizona in 2001.

